


bespoke events
We love making the difference!



From Latin eventus -us, derivative of evenire ‘come out, make 
happen’: fact or event of the greatest importance, worthy of 
being remembered.
CS Events is a company of event management professionals 
who has been deliverying events throughout Italy and abroad for 
almost thirty years.
We create and design events, adapting them to your needs. We 
conceptualize them for you; we make them happen and we make 
them memorable.
We ALWAYS like DISTINGUISHING the events we organize, 
whether through our Destination Management Company or through 
our Event Production Management division globally.
WE DELIVER THE EXTRAORDINARY, CREATING ONCE IN A LIVE 
TIME EXPERIENCES. 
We are always on the look out for new INSPIRATION and we do it with 
ENTHUSIASM, with PASSION and AMBITION - the same principles 
that you put at the center of your company.

/e•vèn•to/ aka our mission

About



Who we are What we do Why choose us

About

The CS Events team has been 
described as a creative and 
energetic group of individuals 
with strategic vision and plenty of 
enthusiasm for the events which 
we conceptualize for you and your 
corporate events. 
Our creative competence and our 
wealth of experience allows us to 
realize any type of event, modeling it 
accurately according to the needs of 
each client.

We deliver high profile corporate 
events, working together with the 
best suppliers with which we have 
developed privileged relationship. 
We provide a high level of service 
and international consulting.

List of services we provide:

› Because we are experts. 

› Because we work hard to deliver 
your event – satisfying the most 
bizarre and audacious demands: 
we are always ready to think 
outside the box, whilst remaining 
in budget.  

› Because events are our passion.

› Because we will exceed your 
expectations.

› Team building
› Audiovisual
› DMC
› Events
› Group activities
› Gala dinner
› Corporate services
› Business travel
› Corporate entertainment
› Event decor

› Corporate image
› Wine tasting
› Gourmet tours
› Hostesses
› Event assistance
› Venue finding
› Product launches
› Exhibition
› Incentives
› Experiences



We never stop: We are always searching for 
new venues, new suppliers, new destinations. 
We try all experiences first hand, we test, check, 

approve and then propose: our standards are high, we 
work hard in order to offer the best - always.

We never stop: there are few places in the world we 
have not visited yet, because to keep us up to date we 

must travel, a lot. 

It’s hard work, but we love doing it!

Our Motto?
Work hard and 

never stop discovering

Identity



Excellence 
      is my goal

Simplify, organize, 
value

     Optimist by nature, 
professional strategist

     I love enhancing the 
uniqueness of each event

I never stop and 
always look ahead

     I keep everything 
under control, always

- precision

- understanding

- optimism

- style

- dynamism

- patience

SARA JOAN NERI
Partner

KATIA IANNETTA
Senior Project Manager

CLAIRE NERI
General Manager & Account Manager

IDA SVANSTRÖM
Project Manager

STEFANIA MURA
Events & Marketing Director

ANTONELLA SAVELLONI
Financial and Admin Director
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“We are a multilingual, 
experienced, responsive 
and motivated strong team.
We are CS Events.

 StrengthOur

peopleIdentity



Experienced directors:

Expertise
Efficiency, style, quality, but also energy, 
uniqueness and feeling

Whether for a congress, an incentive trip or the production of an event, 
our work of planning and consulting will create an experience that will 
highlight the company’s values, increasing its potential and from which 
participants will be enriched. 

Our areas of action are within DMC and Production Company.

DMC
Destination
Management 
Company

ProductionCompany



Consolidate your company 
identity efficiently
We design and build incredible experiences that 
motivate, reward and create contagious energy 
within a company’s team. 
Always keeping business goals in mind, we work 
to create an event of great impact that involves 
the employees or guests not only in a journey, 
but in a memorable experience.

DMCDestination
Management 
Company



Designing
One head, many arms

We work for shared goals and timing. 
Competence, responsibility and central 
vision are the access keys to work well 

on a project. We create a dance for each 
event and each team member knows the 

choreography step by step. 
Only so we can break the floor!

productioncompany



“They manage not to show the fatigue 
behind the production of an event. They 

are professional and always willing to listen to 
customer needs“.

“After the team building carried out 
with CS Events, we saw a tangible 

growth in the commitment of employees and 
a better working relationship in daily life”.

“The incentive trip we did in Italy, in 
Rome, thanks to CS Events was memo-

rable. We had the best concentrated in 5 days, 
we can’t wait to discover a new city through 
them!“.

“The difference of the CS Events pro-
fessional team is that they take care of 

everything themselves. Do not delegate, do 
not hire staff to put on your event: there are 
them, soul, body, mind and arms!“.

“The events we have carried out du-
ring the year with CS Events have con-

cretely helped us to generate real value from 
everything we do every day”.

Hi Katia,
Well what a superb event that was, we 

can’t thank you enough for all your help and 
support, your guys were outstanding and an 
absolute pleasure to work with.  
Our group has had the most fantastic time and 
Adrian our CEO absolutely loved it and has 
been extremely complimentary. The Awards 
night was also a huge success and La Lanterna 
is an amazing rooftop gem so thank you for 
suggesting it as a venue.
I can’t tell you how much I love working with 
you and your team and a special thanks also 
to Perry for his organisation and knowledge. It 
was also a pleasure to meet Claire as well, you 
have a true family team.
If I could do every event in Italy I would as you 
have an exceptional talent Katia”.  

Dear Ida,
I hope you had a nice Sunday to relax 

yesterday…
Again I would like to tell you: THANKS!!
The way you anticipated on all the things that 
could have gone wrong this weekend (that 
could have gone wrong a few times because of 
the weather, demonstrations etc…. haha) and 
how flexible you are. I would like all project 
managers to be like you…. I really enjoyed 
working together with you”.

Reference
Hard work pays off
We always ask for feedback from our 
customers, it is the best way to find 
out how we can continue to improve 
to create events that generate a 
measurable difference for them.



Contact

Via della Marrana, 8 - 00181 Rome
+ 39 06 92091004
requests@csevents.it

CS Events
Italy › Office Headquarter

Member of



Mundus

TravelmarketingBlack Olive Collection 

Added Value 

UK › Sales office

Benelux › Sales officeScandinavia › Sales office

Russia › Representative
Sigrid Scheffer | Michelle Hulsman
+31 20 6868099
welcome@travelmarketing.nl

Lisa Grant
+34 676264496
lisa.grant@blackolivecollection.com

Ekaterina Dudareva
+ 7 903 2191893
ekaterina.dudareva@avalue.ru

contact

“With over thirty years of promoting Italy, 
Mundus is delighted to include CS Events within 
our cadre. CS Events excel at creating MICE 
events tailored to your needs, in a country that 
has endless opportunities. The team pride 
themselves on delivering the extraordinary, and 
creating one-off events which provide once-in-a-
lifetime experiences; a service they provide with 
unparalleled passion, enthusiasm, and care. With 
an unrivalled knowledge of the premier suppliers, 
garnered over years of experience, the level of 
service outstrips others, ensuring they’ll exceed 
your expectations. CS Events always strive to 
deliver on their company motto - work hard and 
never stop discovering - says Andre and Wayne, 
Joint Managing Partners at Mundus.”

“Very few DMCs can create unique events all over 
Italy with such an in-depth knowledge, and at the 
same time exceeding the expectations like the team 
at CS Events. They are able to negotiate really good 
rates with their suppliers and very importantly know 
what it truly means to be able to deliver a proposal, 
meeting the clients’ time limit.
CS Events is run by a team with many years of 
experience in the meeting and travel industry, and 
as we at Black Olive can justify, they really know how 
to excel at giving the group an unforgettable trip”.

"I am proud to have CS Events as our DMC-
partner in Italy. The product of the company is 
perfect and totally meets with the requirements 
of Russian MICE agencies. Professionalism of the 
team is on the highest level". 

“CS Events is a leading, boutique DMC in 
Italy operational throughout the country. 
TravelMarketing, an Amsterdam based 
representation company existing since 2001, 
started cooperating with CS Events in 2019 and 
till now the results are promissing! The dedicated 
MICE team of CS Events is friendly, professional 
and knowledgeable. They offer creative, tailor-
made solutions for every corporate request, big 
and small, with a high level of personal service. 
All operations so far have been flawless which 
is not always easy in a vibrant destination as 
Italy. TravelMarketing aims to build a household 
name for CS Events within the (business) tourism 
industry in The Benelux within the next 2 years” 

Andre Van Der Bijl
+44 (0) 7803 518360
andre@mundusrepresentation.com

Wayne Redman
+44 (0) 7904 191051
wayne@mundusrepresentation.com



grazie!
because Italy has never been so

close to you!


